Strain imaging with intravascular ultrasound array scanners: validation with phantom experiments.
Intravascular Ultrasound (IVUS) is routinely used in interventional cardiology for imaging coronary plaque morphology. However, the use of B-mode images for tissue characterization and detection of vulnerable coronary plaques is limited. Strain imaging with ultrasound is a new modality that provides additional information for tissue characterization by imaging differences in tissue stiffness. The aim is to differentiate between vulnerable (soft) plaques and less dangerous calcified (hard) plaques. In this work, the applicability of a time efficient strain imaging algorithm in conjunction with data from IVUS array transducers is evaluated. Unfocused radiofrequency (rf) data from the transducer array is acquired using custom made hardware. Rf line reconstruction is performed offline by synthetic aperture focusing techniques. Vessel mimicking phantoms of different geometries and material stiffness are made from agar and Polyvinyl Alcohol Cryogel (PVA). Experiments are conducted in a water tank and a water column is used for applying intraluminal pressure differences required for strain imaging. The results show that strain images can be calculated with A-lines reconstructed from unfocused rf raw data. Regions of different stiffness can be identified qualitatively by local strain variations. With the used algorithm strains of up to 2% can be imaged without significant decor-relation.